
SHUTTERS
THE CHOICE IS YOURS



LIGHT AND SHADE: 
CREATE THE LOOK YOU’VE ALWAYS

DREAMED OF 
Shutters are a stylish and versatile option, as they 
come in a range of colours and can be made to fit 
any size window or door.
From vintage charm to contemporary minimalism, 
shutters bring an instant shot of laid back style into 
your home.



   ADD COLOUR
You can choose to have your shutters 
match your colour scheme by opting for 
one of thousands of custom colours.

Unlike cheaper imitations, all Blindtex 
Shutters are given 6 coats of paint or 
stain to give a tough, lustrous finish. To 
help prevent fading, the final layer is UV 
protected.

The Blindtex range is available in different wood types 
all beautifully crafted to suit a variety of needs and 
budgets. Choose from an array of different shutter 
styles and louvers, all with an unparalleled array of 
wood stained finishes to choose from.

“Instantly the room is 
transformed and the light is
under my control”



“Taking control of your 
surroundings, adding 
functional style and privacy” 

BLINDTEX SHUTTERS
MORE VERSATILE
THAN ANY OTHER
WINDOW COVERING



   PRIVACY
Shutter panels can be divided into independently controlled 
sections allowing natural light in but keeping unwelcome 
attention out. Ideal for suburban living; popular installations 
include bedrooms, bathrooms and street facing windows.

   ULTIMATE LIGHT CONTROL
Each panel can be independently adjusted to temper the light. 
Either open the panels or tilt the louvers to expose the exact 
amount of light required.

 

 

Waterproof shutters (ABS) with stainless steel hardware

•  
 

• 
 

   LOW MAINTENENCE
Unlike dusty curtains, our shutters are quick and easy 
to clean and offer a virtually maintenance free 
existence - excellent for dust allergies!

   INSULATING AND ECONOMICAL
Blindtex shutters not only keep you cool during the 
summer, they can also reduce your heating costs in the 
winter.

   SOUND INSULATION
Adding an additional layer to your glazing, shutters not 
only block out light but help reduce noise levels too.

• 

• 

• 



   DESIGNED INDIVIDUALLY
It is important that the correct configuration is 
specified.
Shutters should always be tailored to suit your 
windows and interior.
We will advise and recommend the best solution for 
your windows and discuss the correct louvre width, 
frame type, midrail positioning, hinge colours and 
panel configuration.

BLINDTEX SHUTTERS

PERFECT
IN EVERY DETAIL



  TAKE CONTROL
To tilt the louvers, rods can be in the centre or to
the side of the panels. For a contemporary look we
can hide the tilting mechanism completely. For out
of reach areas or for added luxury try our motorised
shutters operated via solar technology, and 
controlled with RF remote control, with timer facility.



                        BI-PASS  
Unobstrusive and easy to use great for 

certain installations.

DESIGNED
TO SUIT YOUR LIFESTYLE
Blindtex have the perfect solution for any room.
No matter what the size or shape, we can help you choose the best product to meet your requirements.

    TIER-ON-TIER
Using two sets of Shutters in one frame at your window - one to cover 
the bottom half, and the other to cover the top half - allows even greater 
control over light and privacy. Each set opens independently of the other, 
so you can keep the bottom set closed for privacy while having the top set 
wide open to enjoy your view and let the light flood in. Bi-pass panels



    TRACKED     
Tracked shutters work well in conjunction with bi-fold doors 
allowing you to concertina large runs of shutters out of the way 
and bring the outside in.

    CAFE STYLE     
Add a continental feel to your home with cafe style Shutters. 
They’re fitted to the bottom half of the window, allowing the light 
in while providing privacy at the same time.

“Let your mind be creative and our 
professionals will do the rest.” 

Bi-fold panels



MADE-TO- MEASURE SOLUTIONS
TO SUIT ANY WINDOW SHAPE
Even the most unusual window shapes can be catered for within the Blindtex range. Most popular styles include arches, 
circles and triangular shapes.
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SHUTTER SHAPES
Below is a selection of the most popular 
shapes that our customers ask for and 
demonstrates the flexibility of our shutter 
solutions.

DESIGNED TO FIT
Our shutters are ideal for arched or angled windows. We can provide an 
effective solution where many window coverings fail.

ARCHED ANGLED

SUNBURST ABOVE
       SHUTTERS ELONGATED

EYEBROWHALF ROUND

QUARTER ROUNDCIRCLE

OCTAGONTRIANGLE

DOUBLE HALF
     ROUNDRADIATING CIRCLE

RADIATING TRIANGLETRAPEZOID

PARALLELOGRAM



FANTASTIC RANGE 

OF STYLES & MATERIALS
Our specialists will help design a look that suits your home. Shutters can be traditional or modern. 
We will survey and design shutters that match your needs and life style precisely.

“A choice of louvered or solid panels, natural stains and a carefully
selected palette of painted finishes will ensure that your shutters 
blend into even the most traditional of surroundings.”

sunburst arch with horizontal T Postfull height panels



MDF
MDF is a strong and cost effective option. Made
from engineered wood and polymer coated, which gives 
the MDF shutter a wipe clean and maintenance free finish. 
There are seven shades of white and cream to choose from. 
Shaped shutters are not available in this material type.

MDF PLUS
This is a mixed material painted product which
provides the shutter with a more natural finish than the
standard MDF product. This more closely resembles
the finish of a hardwood shutter. The frames and
stiles are coated in a polypropylene sleeve and the
louvers are made from ABS. This is a very hard 
wearing combination protecting from changes
in ambient temperature and eliminating the risk of
insitu moisture changes that can cause warping and
twisting.

PHOENIX
The ideal choice for most shutter installations.
Phoenix is a hardwood with a rich textured grain that
looks fantastic in a wide range of finishes. With simple
clean lines these shutters are ideal for today’s modern
living. With 50 stains and colours available, you will
find the ideal choice for your home.

WHITE TEAK
Made from Forest Stewardship 
Council certified wood. White 
Teak(Tectona grandis) is a highly 
sought after and valuable tropical hardwood 
due to its favorable physical properties and 
high natural durability. Teak timber has low 
shrinkage and medium density making it suitable 
for a wide range of purposes such as joinery, cabinet 
making, veneer, outdoor furniture and boat decking.
They are well suited to areas where extra durability
is required.

ABS (WATERPROOF)
This material is extremely hard wearing,
making it ideal for commercial installations.
Our Waterproof shutters are manufactured
using a hardwood core combined with an ABS
(Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) plastic coating.
This co-polymer coating is extremely tough and
resilient and is the same material that is used in
the manufacture of American football helmets.

INFINITY
Our entry level hardwood shutters are made with
MDF frame and real hardwood shutters panels.
This shutter range is available in 6 modern painted 
colours, fitting comfortably into many decor styles, 
including both traditional and contemporary.



Name MDF MDF +

Polypropylene Coated MDF Polypropylene Coated MDF with ABS louvers

Paint Colours 7 21

Stain Colours 0 0

Custom Colours Available No No

Max Number Of Panels Hinged Together 2 2

Max Single Panel Width

Panel width Panel width Louver Panel width

47mm 600mm 47mm 610mm

63mm 750mm 63mm 915mm

89mm 750mm 89mm 915mm

114mm  750mm 114mm 915mm

Max width for Bi-fold hinged or 
Multi-fold with top & bottom track

Maximum panel width, on all sizes of 
louvers: 600mm

Maximum panel width, 
on all sizes of louvers: 610mm

Max width for Multi-fold hinged or Multi-
fold with top track only N/A N/A

French Cut Out No No

Blackout Yes Yes

Sandblast Available No No

Solid Panels Available No No

Special Shapes Rake, Triangle, Octagon and Hexagon Yes

Custom Bay Post Angles Yes Yes

Remote Control No No

Stile Type Flat Beaded

Panel Height Without Midrail 1879mm 1981mm

Weight - Kg per metre³ 9.23 Kg/m³ 6.24 Kg/m³

Notes

- Mid Rail Deviations: 47mm deviation: 19mm - 63mm deviation: 25mm - 89mm deviation:
38mm - 114mm deviation: 58mm.
- Bay Posts 90 & 135 degree as standard, other angles optional.
- Lifting may be needed to prevent panels catching frame or floor.

Due to the nature of material manufacturing, colours may vary slightly between dye lots. Please order shutters for the same home at one 
time.

HARDWARE

 

SELECTION

2 3 4 51 Pure White White Pearl Bisque Antique Brass

COMPARISON CHART (For more detail, please ask your dealer.)



6 8 9 107Bright Brass Stainless Steel Brushed Nickel Plated Nickel Plated Black

Infinity ABS Phoenix White Teak

Harwood Panel - MDF Frame Waterproof Phoenix White Teak

6 6 21 21

0 0 29 29

No No Yes Yes

3 2 4 4

Louver Panel width Louver Panel width Louver Panel width Louver Panel width

47mm 750mm 47mm 550mm 47mm 750mm 47mm 750mm

63mm 890mm 63mm 800mm 63mm 890mm 63/60mm 890mm

89mm 890mm 89mm 890mm 89mm 1047mm 89/84mm 1047mm

114mm 890mm 114mm 1047mm 114mm 1047mm

Multi-fold with top track
only 550mm wide 
Maximum panel width,
on all sizes of louvers: 660mm

Maximum panel width 
for 47mm louvre is 550mm. 
All other louvre sizes: 
610mm

Top track only available 
with 4 panels or less - 
Max panel width 550mm 
Maximum panel width, 
on all sizes of louvers: 660mm

Top track only available 
with 4 panels or less - 
Max panel width 550mm 
Maximum panel width, 
on all sizes of louvers: 660mm

Maximum panel width, on all 
sizes of louvers: 550mm.

N/A Maximum panel width, on all sizes 
of louvers: 550mm.

Maximum panel width, on all sizes 
of louvers: 550mm.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No Yes Yes

No No No Yes

No No Yes Yes

No Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No No Yes Yes

Flat Flat Flat Flat

1981mm 1828mm 1981mm 1981mm

8.22 Kg/m³ 7.31 Kg/m³ 6.81 Kg/m³ 7.69 Kg/m³

- Panel Height Maximum: 3000mm ( Panels require midrail over 1828 high.) - Minimum: 250mm.
- Minimum Panel Width: 152mm.
- Larger panels require bottom support when closed.

Slight variations may also occur between the finished products and the colour samples.



STYLISH MADE-TO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS

Dealer Info:


